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BULLETPROOF BACKPACKS
BACKPACK TO VEST IN 5 SECONDSCONVERT

FROMLEATHERBACKGEAR | THE WORLD’S SAFEST BACKPACKS

TACTICAL ONE

TWO ARMORED 
PANELS HIDDEN  
INSIDE.
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The backpack is a well designed, highly functional and yet sophisticated design. The hidden armor panels and separation zipper 
allows the wearer to transform the backpack in seconds into a full torso ballistic protection device. The ballistic rating of our 
armor allows the wearer to stop up to a .44 magnum round. However, the user can customize their level of ballistic stopping 
power by adding contents to their backpacks: e.g., laptop, tablets, textbooks/books, etc

LEATHERBACK TACTICAL ONE

FEATURES

01. Converts into a protective vest with 2 soft armor panels for torso 

protection, both front & back! 

02. Laptop & Tablet storage compartments

03. Water resistant fabric

04. Zippers are covered with fabric protection

05. Two Bulletproof soft armor panels with NIJ threat level protection IIIA

06. Armor panel pockets allow for secure storage of armor

07. Heavy duty internal velcro & nylon strapping system All safety-related 

features are readily identifiable via our red colored tabs and threads

08. Felt-lined sunglass pocket

09. Internal front organizer pocket for pens, pencils, etc.

10. Easy access compartments

11. Hidden pocket on back

12. RFID lined/blocking pocket on back for added protection of credit 

cards, passport, etc.

WEIGHT: 6 LBS 3 OZ  |  H X W X D: 20.5“ X 15” X 9.5”

FEATURES

13. Patented detachable straps transform into tourniquets, drag straps,  

and/or door stop strap

14. Handle on top reinforced to hold up to 300lbs

15. Easy passport storage

16. Superior design for improved biomechanical balance of weight

17. Fullback cushions for comfort while carrying

18. Separation zipper transforms backpack into soft body armor for torso

19. Hidden pockets in middle for concealing items

20. Name card in hidden pocket allows for name, in case of emergency, 

allergies, etc. to be listed

21. In a crisis (i.e., active shooting, etc.) the backpack keeps all  

contents in place

22. Numerous points to connect military type name for easy identification

AVAILABLE COLORS: BLACK | GRAY | TAN



IS LEATHERBACK GEAR MADE IN THE U.S.A.?
All Leatherback Gear is designed and engineered within the United States of America and always will be! Our armor is 
manufactured in Southern California while our backpacks are manufactured by one of our select supply partners around 
the world. However, they are fully assembled here in Southern California to meet our rigorous standards for quality and 
performance.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

CAN I TRAVEL ON THE PLANE WITH MY BAG?
We have had numerous inquiries regarding traveling through TSA and airport security 
with your backpack.. The answer is yes you can! TSA allows travelers to carry soft body 
armor, the same protection built into every Leatherback Gear backpack. TSA has a list 
of items that are prohibited from flying although body armor is not one of the prohibited 
item. You may take body armor with you in one of two ways: inside your checked 
baggage and/or carry-on baggage. Copied to the right please find a screenshot from 
the TSA website regarding their Body Armor Policy. 

DO YOU MAKE A CHILD SIZE BACKPACK?
We currently are designing a CHILD ONE backpack (containing two 9” x 12” soft armor panels) that would be age appropriate 
for pre-teenage youth.  Our CIVILIAN ONE backpack including both soft armor panels (each soft armor panel weighs 1.2 
pounds) has a total weight of 5.2 pounds. The backpack dimension are 19.5” height x 13.5” wide x 7.5” deep.
Our CIVILIAN ONE was originally designed for adults, including college and high school age appropriate (including teenage 
years). Depending on the age and size of your child that may work, or it may not.

CAN LEATHERBACK BAGS STOP RIFLE ROUNDS?
No, the current versions of our bags include NIJ IIIA level armor rated to stop up to a .44 caliber round. Keep in mind our 
bags include two panels and you have to factor in the stopping power of other items within the bag ie; textbooks, laptops, 
tablets. Leatherbackgear Armor rated at level IIIA will protect the wearer against nearly all handgun rounds up to .44 magnum, 
including 9mm submachine gun rounds, and even 12 gauge shotgun slugs. To be rated level IIIA, armor must protect the 
wearer from .44 magnum with a mass of 240 grains and a velocity of 1340 ft./s.

SOFT ARMOR PANEL LIFESPAN
All soft body armor has a limited lifespan due to the natural degradation of ballistic materials over time. Leatherback Gear™ 
soft armor panels have a 5-year lifespan with a full manufacturer warranty, guaranteeing the ballistic panels from defect 
during the entire lifespan of every vest produced.

IS IT LEGAL TO OWN BODY ARMOR?
Body armor is legal in all 50 states for law-abiding citizens. As a US citizen or resident of the US you have the right to protect 
yourself. You have the right to own a bulletproof vest. However, that right to own a bulletproof vest is automatically taken 
away if you commit a violent crime. The James Guelff and Chris McCurley Body Armor Act of 2002 stipulates that no person 
previously convicted of a violent crime may purchase, own or possess body armor. If you have been convicted of a violent 
felony, you cannot own a bulletproof vest of any kind.

60 MONTH WARRANTY + INCIDENT GUARANTEE
Leatherback Gear™ provides a 5-year manufacturer warranty on all ballistic panels and a 5 year warranty on all of its 
backpacks. Should your Leatherback Gear™ backpack/body armor save your life, we promise to replace your backpack and 
armor at no cost. Simply send us your body armor accompanied by an official incident or police report.  

Body Armor
Carry On Bags: Yes
Checked Bags: Yes
Generally, body armor is allowed in carry-on 
or checked bags. Please note however that 
even if an item is generally allowed, our 
officers make the final decision on whether 
an item is allowed through the checkpoint.


